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Strong emission of subterahertz electromagnetic �EM� waves has been observed recently in the high Tc

superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 intrinsic Josephson junctions �IJJ’s�. We investigate numerically the dynamics
of the EM fields both inside and outside the IJJ’s emitting terahertz EM waves under a constant bias current,
using two-dimensional models composed of IJJ’s and the space surrounding them: �1� xy model and �2� xz
model. In the xy model we investigate the EM modes excited in the rectangular junctions. In the voltage state
the Josephson oscillation generates the oscillating EM field having nodes inside the junctions. The number of
nodes depends on the DC voltage appearing in the junctions, and their direction is parallel to the shorter side
of the junctions. The EM field shows a complex distribution pattern in the near field region. In the region far
from the junctions we have only the expanding EM wave oscillating with the Josephson frequency. In the xz
model we study the EM waves emitted in the xz plane from the junctions covered with normal electrodes. It is
shown that the power of the emitted EM waves has distribution similar to that in the dipole emission in the
system where electrodes of the same size are attached on top and bottom junctions. In the asymmetric system
where the lower electrode is larger than the upper one the power distribution of emitted EM wave deviates
from that in the dipole emission.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.104522 PACS number�s�: 74.50.�r, 85.25.Cp

I. INTRODUCTION

Low energy c-axis electromagnetic �EM� properties of
high Tc superconductors are well described by the intrinsic
multi-Josephson junction model.1 For example, the model
explained successfully2,3 the multiple branch structure of the
I-V characteristics observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 �BSCCO�.4,5

Since the Josephson plasma frequencies of high Tc cuprates
range from subterahertz to 10 terahertz region, which lie in
the terahertz gap region, the possibility of the terahertz EM
wave emission from intrinsic Josephson junctions �IJJ’s� has
been discussed for a long time, more than a decade by vari-
ous authors.6–17 As a mechanism that induces terahertz emis-
sion, the use of Josephson-vortex flow was proposed first in
Ref. 7, and some indications of the emission in the presence
of an applied magnetic field were reported in Refs. 14, 16,
and 17. It was also reported that the emission from the non-
equilibrium state in GHz region was observed without a
magnetic field in BSCCO.15

Recently, Ozyuzer et al.18 succeeded in observing directly
the strong emission of terahertz electromagnetic waves in
mesa-shaped samples of the high-temperature supercon-
ductor BSCCO IJJ’s without an applied magnetic field.
Their experimental results18 are summarized as follows.
�1� The mesa samples have an in-plane area of �300 �m
� �40–100� �m and a thickness of �1 �m; that is, the in-
plane dimensions are on the order of �c, the c-axis magnetic
penetration depth, which is the length scale of the transverse
Josephson plasma, and the mesas contain 6–700 intrinsic
junctions. �2� The strong emission is observed first near the
unstable point of the retrapping current in the uniform volt-
age branch when the bias current is decreased below the
critical current Ic. �3� The emission is also observed in the
other branches when the bias current is further decreased

below the transition points to lower branches. In this case the
power of emitted electromagnetic waves is proportional to
N2, N being the number of junctions in the voltage state,
indicating that the coherent emission takes place. �4� The
emitted EM waves are highly monochromatic ones. �5� The
emitted power is �0.5 �W, which is much stronger com-
pared with the emission from the single-junction systems
��pW�.19,20

The possibility of the EM wave emission without an ap-
plied magnetic field was theoretically discussed in Ref. 13 on
the basis of a linearized equation in which the amplitude of
the spatial modulation of the phase differences is assumed to
be small. However, in their calculations the emission from
samples with small in-plane size of a few �m is considered,
which is not the case of the experiment. In our previous
papers,21,22 we showed theoretically that the strong emission
of monochromatic EM waves from the IJJ’s is possible near
the retrapping region in the I-V characteristics, which origi-
nates from the in-phase motion of the phase differences that
is resonantly excited by the Josephson oscillations, and we
calculated the voltage dependence of the emitted power. In
the calculations, using a one-dimensional �1D� junction
model with the dynamical boundary condition, we clarified
the EM wave modes that are excited by the oscillating Jo-
sephson current and are emitted to outside the junctions. In
the 1D junction systems there exist two kinds of oscillatory
modes, depending on the length of the junctions, L. In the
shorter junction systems satisfying L�3�c we found that
monochromatic standing-wave modes can be excited, whose
eigenfrequencies coincide with the Josephson frequencies at
the dc voltage appearing in the junction. The emitted power
in this case gradually increases with decreasing the induced
voltage and takes a maximum value at the voltage corre-
sponding to the retrapping current. In the longer junction
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systems of L�3�c, solitonic modes �or vortex-antivortex ex-
citations� are excited at resonant frequencies depending on
the length L, and the emitted power shows a sharp peak
structure in these states. However, the eigenfrequency of the
fundamental mode in the solitonic states is equal to half the
Josephson frequency, not the Josephson frequency. These
solitonic excitations are essentially the same as that coming
from the resonance known as the parametric excitation in 1D
long Josephson junctions.23 Experimentally, the strong emis-
sion is observed in narrow voltage regions, and the fre-
quency of the emitted EM wave corresponding to the funda-
mental mode is equal to the Josephson frequency.18 This
result indicates that the observed emission from the BSCCO
IJJ’s originates from the standing-wave modes. In our previ-
ous papers we also pointed out that the existence of an out-
of-phase component of the phase differences contributes to
make the resonance sharper even in the systems of L�3�c.

22

The sharpness of the emission window thus might come
from the contribution of an out-of-phase component of the
phase differences existing in the multijunction systems.

There is a controversy about the excited EM modes which
bring about the strong EM wave emission from the IJJ’s. The
calculations given in Refs. 24 and 25 claim that the EM
modes excited in the IJJ’s under a dc bias current include
solitonic or vortexlike components arranged periodically
along the c axis even in the absence of an external magnetic
field and that the in-phase ac electric-field component rel-
evant to the emission, which is superposed on the solitonic
components, has a spatially antisymmetric pattern; i.e.,
Ez�−x , t�=−Ez�x , t� �the magnetic field is symmetric in this
case�. Such an antisymmetric pattern of the electric field is
similar to that appearing in an open cavity as is well known
in the antenna theory.26,27 On the other hand, the analysis
given in Refs. 21 and 22 leads to an oscillating electric field
having spatially symmetric distribution, i.e., Ez�−x , t�
=Ez�x , t� �the magnetic field is antisymmetric�, which is
analogous to the ac electric field inside a capacitor.28 Since
the pattern of emitted EM waves should depend on the ex-
cited EM field inside the IJJ’s, the EM modes relevant to the
emission will be checked experimentally by measuring the
power distribution of the emitted EM waves. It is important
to clarify the excited EM modes leading to the THz emission
for establishing the physics of THz emission in IJJ’s and also
for devise applications. Hence, in this paper we developed a
numerical method by which the EM field outside the IJJ’s
can be calculated unambiguously.

In this paper we present a numerical method for calculat-
ing the EM excitations in IJJ’s and the emitted THz waves
simultaneously. We use two simplified models composed of
both IJJ’s and the outside space, which will be called here-
after �a� the xy model and �b� the xz model, respectively. In
these models the EM wave emission is described by solving
the Maxwell equations numerically in both regions inside
and outside the IJJ’s under the conventional boundary con-
dition for EM field at the junction edges, i.e., in which the
EM field is continuous at boundaries. The xy model de-
scribes the in-phase EM excitations in a stack of infinite
number of rectangular Josephson junctions. On the basis of
this model we clarify the eigenmodes of the two-dimensional
�2D� extended Josephson junctions. The effects of electrodes

attached on the top and bottom junctions are also analyzed,
using the xz model. These two models are solved under a
constant bias current. The temporal and spatial variations in
the phase differences and the EM fields are obtained in both
regions inside and outside the IJJ’s simultaneously. From the
calculations for the xz model we show that the distribution of
the emitted EM field is similar to that in the dipole emission.
In the xy model we see that flux loops, which oscillate with
the Josephson frequency, are formed inside the IJJ’s along
with nodes in between them, which are parallel to the shorter
side of the rectangular junctions. The excited EM field is
very much different from the solitonic �or parametric� exci-
tations in 1D junctions; that is, the excitation modes of IJJ’s
composed of extended junctions are shown to be different
from those in the 1D case in the absence of an external
magnetic field.21,22

In Sec. II we first construct a set of coupled differential
equations in the entire three-dimensional �3D� space includ-
ing the vacuum outside the IJJ’s on the basis of the Maxwell
equations and the generalized Josephson relations. Then, the
coupled equations used in the analysis of the xy and xz mod-
els are derived. In Sec. III, we explain the simulation
method. To obtain correct behavior of the emitted EM waves
we introduce the perfectly matched layer29 �PML� in our
simulation. The numerical results for the EM field are pre-
sented in Sec. IV. The spatial distributions of the EM field
excited inside the junction are analyzed in various cases. The
bias current dependence of the power of emitted EM waves
is also clarified. Sec. V is devoted to the concluding remarks.

II. EQUATIONS FOR THE INTRINSIC JOSEPHSON
JUNCTIONS

A. Three-dimensional model

Single crystals of BSCCO in which the superconducting
CuO2 layers and the insulating Bi-Sr-O layers are alternately
stacked along the c axis form a stack of intrinsic Josephson
junctions. The dynamics of the superconducting phase differ-
ences is well described by the multi-Josephson junction
model composed of a stack of superconducting and insulat-
ing layers with thicknesses, respectively, s�3 Å and
d�12 Å in which the junctions are capacitively and induc-
tively coupled.

Consider the IJJ’s with an in-plane area Lx�Ly and a
thickness Lz. Here, we take the z direction along the c axis.
The gauge-invariant phase difference at �th junction is de-
noted as ��x ,y ,� , t�. In the region inside the IJJ’s the electric

and induction fields are descritized as E� �x ,y ,� , t� and

B� �x ,y ,� , t� along the z direction, where Ez, Bx, and By �Ex,
Ey, and Bz� are defined on the insulating �superconducting�
layers as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the junctions are located
in the in-plane regions, −Lx /2�x�Lx /2 and −Ly /2�y
�Ly /2. We assume that the constant bias current jext is
injected homogeneously in the electrodes attached at
z= 	Ljz /2.

In this system we have the generalized Josephson rela-
tions,

�

�t
��x,y,�,t� =

2ed



�1 − ��z

2�Ez�x,y,�,t� , �2.1�
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�x��x,y,�,t� =
2ed


c
�1 − �z

2�By�x,y,�,t� , �2.2�

�y��x,y,�,t� = −
2ed


c
�1 − �z

2�Bx�x,y,�,t� , �2.3�

where d is the width of the insulating layers, � and  are the
interlayer capacitive and inductive coupling constants, re-
spectively, and �z

2 indicates the second-rank difference de-
fined as

�z
2f��� = f�� + 1� + f�� − 1� − 2f��� . �2.4�

The Maxwell equation for the discrete EM field inside the
junctions is given by

1

c

�

�t
�Ez�x,y,�,t� = �xBy�x,y,�,t� − �yBx�x,y,�,t�

−
4�

c
�jc sin ��x,y,�,t� + �Ez�x,y,�,t�� ,

�2.5�

where � and � are the dielectric constant and the conductiv-
ity of the insulating layers, respectively, and jc is the Joseph-
son critical current density. Note that the EM field compo-
nents, Ex,y and Bz, are neglected in deriving Eqs. �2.2� and
�2.3�, i.e.,

Ex,y�x,y,�,t� = 0, �2.6�

Bz�x,y,�,t� = 0, �2.7�

since the voltage difference in the in-plane direction is usu-
ally negligibly small and no external magnetic field is ap-
plied.

In the present model the Maxwell equations in the elec-
trodes are assumed as

1

c

�

�t
�LE� �x,y,z,t� = �� � B� �x,y,z,t�

−
4�

c
�j�ext�x,y,z� + �LE� �x,yz,t��

�2.8�

and

1

c

�

�t
B� �x,y,z,t� = − �� � E� �x,y,z,t� , �2.9�

where jext�x ,y ,z� stands for the injected bias current. Since
the bias current should be supplied from outside the elec-
trode, we assume the Maxwell equations containing an ex-
ternal current beam in the vacuum region as

1

c

�

�t
�0E� �x,y,z,t� = �� � B� �x,y,z,t� −

4�

c
j�ext�x,y,z�

�2.10�

and

1

c

�

�t
B� �x,y,z,t� = − �� � E� �x,y,z,t� . �2.11�

Since Maxwell equations �2.10� and �2.11� are linear, the EM
field created by jext�x ,y ,z� can be eliminated from the total
EM field by a simple subtraction; that is, the EM wave so-
lution in the vacuum in our model does not depend on the
spatial distribution of jext�x ,y ,z�. In the following calcula-
tions we choose j�ext in Eqs. �2.8� and �2.10� as

jext x�x,y,z� = 0, jext y�x,y,z� = 0, �2.12�

jext z�x,y,z� = jext��x + Lx/2���Lx/2 − x�

+ ��y + Ly/2���Ly/2 − y���− LLz/2 − z�

���z − LLz/2� . �2.13�

In the above equations the current j�ext is regarded as a ho-
mogeneous current �electron� beam. In our simulations the
cross section of the beam is assumed to be the same as that
of the electrodes, for simplicity. We find Ez= jext /� in the
case of ���L, irrespective of the value of the cross section
of the current beam. By solving those coupled equations si-
multaneously one can obtain the temporal and spatial varia-

tions in the phase difference � and the EM fields E� and B� . In
this paper we perform numerical calculations for two simpli-
fied models, xy and xz, which are obtained by reducing the
degree of freedom from the above equations as a first step
toward the calculations for the full 3D model.

Electrode

Electrode

S

S

S

S

S

I

I

I

I

l
l
l+1
l+1

Ez,Bx,By, φ
Ex,Ey,Bz

jext

jext

z

x

-Lx/2 Lx/2
-Ljz/2

Ljz/2

Lz/2

-Lz/2

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the intrinsic Josephson junctions cov-
ered with normal electrodes. The number � denotes the junction
index. The bias current jext is injected in the c direction.
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B. Two-dimensional model: xy model

In the xy model we assume that the system is homoge-
neous in the z direction �infinite in this direction�. In this
system the phase difference and the EM field become spa-
tially 2D functions, i.e., ��x ,y , t�, Ez�x ,y , t�, Bx�x ,y , t�, and
By�x ,y , t�, and the coupling between junctions is effectively
inactive. Thus, we find the equations valid inside the junction
as

�

�t
��x,y,t� =

2ed



Ez�x,y,t� , �2.14�

Bx�x,y,t� = −

c

2ed
�y��x,y,t� , �2.15�

By�x,y,t� =

c

2ed
�x��x,y,t� , �2.16�

1

c

�

�t
�Ez�x,y,t� = �xBy�x,y,t� − �yBx�x,y,t�

−
4�

c
�jc sin ��x,y,t� + �Ez�x,y,t�� .

1

c

�

�t
�Ez�x,y,t� = �xBy�x,y,t� − �yBx�x,y,t�

−
4�

c
�jc sin ��x,y,t� + �Ez�x,y,t�� .

�2.17�

In the space outside the IJJ’s we have the Maxwell equations
in the vacuum,

1

c

�

�t
�0Ez�x,y,t� = �xBy�x,y,t� − �yBx�x,y,t� , �2.18�

and

1

c

�

�t
Bx�x,y,t� = − �yEz�x,y,t� ,

1

c

�

�t
By�x,y,t� = �xEz�x,y,t� . �2.19�

In this model the bias current can be introduced by using the
Ampere’s law,21,22

�
C

d�� · B� dc =
4�

c
jextLxLy , �2.20�

where C indicates a counterclockwise contour surrounding
the edge of the junction, and the subscript “dc” stands for the
dc component.

C. Two-dimensional model: xz model

In the xz model the spatial variation along the y axis is
neglected. As a result, the phase differences and the EM field

are reduced to 2D functions as ��x ,z , t�, Ez�x ,z , t�, Ex�x ,z , t�,
and By�x ,z , t�. Furthermore, we consider only the in-phase
motion of the phase differences. In this case the coupling
between junctions vanishes. Then, we have the equations
valid inside the junction,

�

�t
��x,�,t� =

2ed



Ez�x,�,t� , �2.21�

By�x,�,t� =

c

2ed
�x��x,�,t� , �2.22�

Ex�x,�,t� = 0, �2.23�

1

c

�

�t
�Ez�x,�,t� = �xBy�x,�,t� −

4�

c
�jc sin ��x,�,t�

+ �Ez�x,�,t�� .

1

c

�

�t
�Ez�x,�,t� = �xBy�x,�,t� −

4�

c
�jc sin ��x,�,t�

+ �Ez�x,�,t�� . �2.24�

Note that ��x ,� , t�, E�x ,� , t�, and B�x ,� , t� are independent
of � since the in-phase motion is assumed. The EM field in
the electrodes and in the vacuum is, respectively, described
by the set of equations,

1

c

�

�t
�LEz�x,z,t� = �xBy�x,z,t� −

4�

c
�jext z�x,z,t�

+ �LEz�x,z,t�� , �2.25�

1

c

�

�t
�LEx�x,z,t� = − �zBy�x,z,t� , �2.26�

1

c

�

�t
Bx�x,z,t� = − �yEz�x,z,t� , �2.27�

1

c

�

�t
By�x,z,t� = �xEz�x,z,t� , �2.28�

and

1

c

�

�t
�0Ez�x,z,t� = �xBy�x,z,t� −

4�

c
jext z�x,z,t� , �2.29�

1

c

�

�t
�0Ex�x,z,t� = − �zBy�x,z,t� , �2.30�

1

c

�

�t
Bx�x,z,t� = − �yEz�x,z,t� , �2.31�

1

c

�

�t
By�x,z,t� = �xEz�x,z,t� . �2.32�
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III. SCALED EQUATIONS AND PML

In the numerical calculations we have to solve the
coupled equations practically in the finite region, though the
space surrounding the IJJ’s is supposed to extend to infinity.
To handle this problem and obtain only expanding EM wave
solutions, one can utilize the Berenger’s method.29 In this
method the equations are solved in the finite region enclosed
by the PML �see Figs. 2 and 8�. The PML is a fictitious layer
which absorbs outgoing EM waves without reflection. To
apply this method in the present IJJ’s we also have to extract
the oscillatory components from the total EM field, which
contains dc electric and magnetic field components induced
by the constant bias current since the PML should absorb
only EM wave components. This procedure is also needed to
evaluate the emitted power from the Poynting vector.

Let us first subtract the static component of the magnetic
field induced by the constant bias current. For this we intro-

duce an auxiliary field B� 0�x ,y� which satisfies B0z�x ,y�=0
and

�xB0y�x,y� − �yB0x�x,y� =
4�

c
jext�x,y� , �3.1�

where

jext�x,y� = ��x + Lx/2���Lx/2 − x���y + Ly/2���Ly/2 − y� .

�3.2�

The phase difference �0�x ,y� related to B� 0 then satisfies the
equation,

− ��x
2 + �y

2��0�x,y� =
4�

c
jext�x,y� , �3.3�

inside the junction. Thus, the solutions can be expressed as

B� = B� 0 + b� , �3.4�

� = �0 + � , �3.5�

for splitting the oscillatory components.

In the present IJJ’s we have the plasma frequency, �p
2

�8�edjc /
�, and the c-axis penetration depth, �c�c /���p,
which give the characteristic scales. One can also define the
characteristic EM field in terms of these quantities as Ep
=
�p /2ed and Bc=
c /2ed�c and the dimensionless dissipa-
tion constant �=�Ep / jc. In the following numerical calcula-
tions the time, length, and EM field are normalized in terms
of these characteristic quantities.

A. xy model

The ac electric field ez is introduced as

ez = Ez − e0, �3.6�

where e0 is the static electric field. Coupled equations
�2.14�–�2.17� inside the junctions can be rewritten in terms
of the ac and dc components of the EM field as

1

�p

�

�t
� =

ez + e0

Ep
, �3.7�

Ex

Ep
= 0, �3.8�

bx

Bc
= − �c�y� , �3.9�

by

Bc
= �c�x� , �3.10�

1

�p

�

�t

ez

Ep
=

jext

jc
+ �c�x

by

Bc
− �c�y

bx

Bc
− sin��0 + �� − �

ez + e0

Ep
.

�3.11�

Equations �2.18� and �2.19� in the vacuum is also rewritten
as

1

�p

�

�t

�0

�

ez

Ep
= �c�x

by

Bc
− �c�y

bx

Bc
, �3.12�

1

�p

�

�t

bx

Bc
= − �c�y

ez

Ep
, �3.13�

1

�p

�

�t

by

Bc
= �c�x

ez

Ep
. �3.14�

The static phase difference �0 in Eq. �3.11� is obtained by
solving Eq. �3.3� as

x

y

PML

PML

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the xy model. The square at the
center represents the junction plane located in the vacuum enclosed
by PML.
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�0 = 	 j

4�jc

�	 x

�c
−

Lx

2�c

2�tan−1

Ly

2�c
−

y

�c

Lx

2�c
−

x

�c

+ tan−1

y

�c
+

Ly

2�c

Lx

2�c
− x  − 	y −

Ly

2�c

2�− � + tan−1

Ly

2�c
−

y

�c

Lx

2�c
−

x

�c

+ tan−1

Ly

2�c
−

y

�c

x

�c
+

Lx

2�c


− 	 x

�c
+

Lx

2�c

2�− tan−1

Ly

2�c
−

y

�c

x

�c
+

Lx

2�c

− tan−1

y

�c
+

Ly

2�c

x

�c
+

Lx

2�c

 + 	 y

�c
+

Ly

2�c

2�− � − tan−1

y

�c
+

Ly

2�c

Lx

2�c
−

x

�c

− tan−1

y

�c
+

Ly

2�c

x

�c
+
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The dc electric field e0 in the above equations is determined
so as to satisfy the relation,

�
C

d�� · b�dc = 0. �3.16�

Note that Eq. �3.16� is derived from Eqs. �2.20� and �3.4�.

B. xz model

Equations �2.21�–�2.32� inside the junction can be rewrit-
ten in terms of the ac and dc fields as

1

�p

�

�t
� =

Ez

Ep
, �3.17�

Ex

Ep
= 0, �3.18�

by/Bc = �c�x� , �3.19�

1

�p

�

�t

Ez

Ep
=

jext

jc
+ �c�x

by

Bc
− sin��0 + �� − �

Ez

Ep
.

�3.20�

In the outside junction we have

1

�p

�

�t

Dx

Ep
= − �c�y

by

Bc
, �3.21�

1

�p

�

�t

Dz

Ep
= �c�x

by

Bc
−

j

jc
, �3.22�

1

�p

�

�t

by

Bc
= − �c�z

Ex

Ep
+ �c�x

Ez

Ep
, �3.23�

where

Dz = �
�L

�
Ez in the leads

�0

�
Ez in the vacuum� �3.24�

and

j

jc
= ��L

Ez

Ep
−

jext

jc
in the leads

0 in the vacuum
� . �3.25�

�0 is given by

�0 =
1

2

jext

jc
x2 �− Lx/2 � x � Lx/2� . �3.26�

The emitted power is evaluated at the position L�obs from the
time average of the Poynting vector

S/Sp =
1

T
�

t0

t0+T

dtn� · �E� �L�obs,t� � B� �L�obs,t��/�EpBc� ,

�3.27�

where n� indicate the direction of the observation point and

Sp =
c

4�
EpBc. �3.28�
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IV. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

A. xy model

We solved numerically Eqs. �3.7�–�3.14� in the system
shown in Fig. 2. In the following calculations we set the
junction size to Lx /�c=3.0 and Ly /�c=1.0, which is close to
the size of the mesas used in the experiment since Lx
=300 �m and Ly =100 �m in the case of �c=100 �m.

In our simulations the EM field in the equations given in
Sec. III A is defined on the alternate grid points of ez and bx,y
as

by�xi,yj� ez�xi + �x/2,yj� bx�xi + �x/2,yj − �y/2�, ¯ ,

�4.1�

with

xi = �xi, yi = �yj , �4.2�

on the basis of the finite difference time domain �FDTD�. In
this method the grid is formed in such a way that bx,y has a
value on every grid point on the boundaries. The spatial de-
rivatives for the EM fields are evaluated, using the midpoint
method. For the time derivative we use the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method to obtain stable time development in
the present nonlinear system.

Let us now present our numerical results. Figure 3 shows

V/Vp

S/
S p

Lx/λc=3.0
Ly/λc=1.0
Lobs/λc=4.5
β=0.05

(0,1,0)

(1,1,0)

(1,0,0)

1D-L/λc=1.0

0 2 4 6 8 10

0.005

0.01

0.015

FIG. 3. �Color online� Voltage dependence of the emitted power
for Lx /�c=3.0 and Ly /�c=1.0. The red, blue, and green circles ex-
press the numerical results for the power observed, respectively, in
the �0,1,0�, �1,1,0�, and �0,1,0� directions. Solid lines between
circles are the interpolation. The result for the 1D model of length
L /�c=1.0 is also plotted for comparison �small solid circles�.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Voltage dependence of the emitted power
in the xy model �red circles� and 1D models of two different
lengths: Lx /�c=1.0 �black circles� and Lx /�c=3.0 �blue circles�.

(a) jext/jc = 0.39(V/Vp = 6.00)

(b) jext/jc = 0.25(V/Vp = 4.97)

(c) jext/jc = 0.175(V/Vp = 3.25)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Spatial distribution of b� for various bias

currents at a certain time. The magnitude �b� � is given by the vertical
coordinate, and its direction is indicated by arrows. The red and
blue regions correspond to the inside and the outside junctions.
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the voltage dependence of the emitted power at several
points in the vacuum, which are situated at a distance

�L�obs� /�c=4.5 from the center of the junction. These points
are located, respectively, in the �0,1,0�, �1,1,0�, and �0,1,0�
directions. The strongest emission takes place in the �0,1,0�
direction. This result comes from the fact that the �0,1,0�
surface of the junctions has a maximum area. We also find
that there are several nodes at which the power takes mini-
mum values in the voltage dependence. The analysis for the
EM field excited inside the junctions indicates that the spatial
pattern of the EM modes changes at these node voltages �see
also Fig. 5�. The result for the 1D model21,22 with a length
L /�c=1.0 is also plotted in this figure. It is seen that the
power emitted in the �0,1,0� direction is nearly equal to that
in the 1D model in the high-voltage region. This result indi-
cates that the resonance in this voltage region is subject to

the shorter side �Lx /�c=1.0� of the rectangular junctions.
In Fig. 4 we also compare the result for the �0,1,0� direc-

tion with that in the 1D model of length L=3�c, which is
equal to that of the longer side of the rectangular junctions.
As seen in this figure, the node voltages in the xy model are
similar to those in the 1D model with L /�c=3.0. This result
comes from the fact that the spatial pattern of the EM field
inside the junctions has nodes that are parallel to the shorter
side of the junctions �see Fig. 5�; that is, the 1D character of
the excited EM field appears along the longer side of the
junctions. In long 1D Josephson junctions a solitonic mode
induced by the parametric excitations appears at half the
voltage at which the cavity resonance mode is excited; i.e.,
V /Vp=1.5 in the case of L /�c=3.0. However, this mode does
not appear in the xy model; that is, the solitonic excitation
modes become unstable in the 2D model.

In Fig. 5, we depict snapshots of the spatial distribution of

the induction field b� at three different voltage �bias current�
values. The coordinate in the vertical direction represents the

magnitude of b� , and the arrows indicate its directions. Figure
5�a� shows a field pattern at a voltage near the minimum of
the power given in Fig. 3. The field patterns near the two
peaks in the S vs V curve are presented in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�.
From these figures one understands that the flux lines form
closed loops extending outside the junctions and have sev-
eral nodes inside the junctions. In Fig. 5�a� we see that the
flux lines seem to penetrate parallel to the longer side of the
junction. In this case the emitted power takes a minimum
value. This result is understood from the fact that the induc-
tion field has nodes at the junction edges parallel to the y
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Spatial dependence of the EM field, ez

and bz, along the �a� y direction at x=0 and the �b� x direction at
y=0 in both regions inside and outside the junctions. The dashed
lines indicate the positions of the junction edges.
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FIG. 7. Spatial dependence of the Josephson current in the �a� y
and �b� x directions.

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional view of the Josephson current
distribution.
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FIG. 9. Angle dependence of the emitted power in the xy model
for jext / jc=0.175 �V /Vp=3.25�.
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axis. In Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� we find that nodes appear parallel
to the shorter side and, as a result, the flux lines inside the
junction are mostly parallel to the shorter side. Since the
strong emission occurs in these cases, the field patterns given
in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� reveal the eigenmodes of the EM field
relevant to the THz emission in the rectangular Josephson
junction, which can be excited by the Josephson oscillations.
It is also seen that the components giving the complex field
pattern rapidly vanish in the near field region and only the
EM wave components expanding concentrically can reach
the far field region. From our numerical results the total
power of emitted EM waves can be estimated. In the case
shown in Fig. 5�c� we have 44.4 mW for a mesa of 100
�300�1 �m3, which is promising for practical applica-
tions.

In order to see the symmetry of the excited EM field
distribution, we plot the spatial variation of ez and bz along
the x and y axes in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� in the case shown in
Fig. 5�c�. In both directions the electric �magnetic� field
shows symmetric �antisymmetric� distribution, which is
similar to an ac EM field in a capacitor.28 We mention that
electric charges appear in the superconducting layers in our
solutions, which brings about a resemblance to the field dis-

tribution in a capacitor. In the open cavity model in the an-
tenna theory, which is often used in an analysis of the EM
waves emitted from a thin plate antenna, which resembles
the mesa IJJ’s in shape, the metallic plates forming a cavity
in the antenna are assumed not to be charged. In such a
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Frequency spectrum of the emitted
power in the xy model for jext / jc=0.175 �V /Vp=3.25�.

x

z
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PML

FIG. 11. Schematic view of the xz model. The rectangle at the
center represents the junction covered with normal electrodes.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Voltage dependence of the power emit-
ted from the junction with Lx /�c=1.0 and Wz /�c=0.2. The results
for the junction with Wz /�c=0.02 �black solid circles� and the 1D
model with L /�c=1.0 �dashed line� are also shown in this figure.
The results for latter two systems are normalized in such a way that
the maximum peak values coincide with each other.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 13. �Color online� Spatial distribution of �a� the total elec-

tronic field E� and �b� the oscillatory part e� for I / Ic=0.293 �=V /Vp

=5.83�. The magnitudes �E� � and �e�� are taken in the vertical direc-
tion, and the arrows indicate their directions. The red, blue, and
green lines and arrows represent the electric field inside and outside
the junctions and inside the electrodes, respectively. The bold black
lines show the Josephson current sin �.
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system the electric �magnetic� field has an antisymmetric
�symmetric� pattern. We also plot the spatial dependence of
the Josephson current along the x and y axes in Fig. 7. This
figure indicates that the oscillating Josephson current has
spatially uniform and standing-wave components both. The
two-dimensional view of the Josephson current distribution
in this case is presented in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 9 the angle dependence of the emitted power is
plotted at jext / jc=0.175 �=V /Vp=3.15�, where the emission
is strongest. As seen in this figure, the strong emission occurs
in the y direction, though the EM wave is emitted in all the
directions. The frequency spectrum of the emitted power in
this case is shown in Fig. 10. One can see that the emitted
EM wave is coherent and its fundamental mode has the Jo-
sephson frequency. The intensity of the higher harmonics
decreases, following the inverse square law.

B. xz model

Let us present numerical results for the EM wave emis-
sion in the xz model �see Fig. 11�. In our simulations the
length Lx and the thickness Wz of the junction are chosen as
Lx /�c=1.0 and Wz /�c=0.2 and the width of the electrodes
attached on both sides of the junction is set to Wel /�c=0.2.

Figure 12 shows the voltage dependence of the power
emitted in three directions: �1,0,0�, �1,0,1�, and �0,0,1�. It is
seen that the sharp peaks appear at several voltage values and
the emission is the strongest in the �1,0,0� direction. In this
figure we also plot the power emitted from a thinner junction
with Wz /�c=0.02 in the �1,0.0� direction �black circles�. It is
noted that the node voltages do not depend on the width Wz,
but the shape of the voltage dependence changes and the
peaks become sharper when the width of the junction is re-
duced.

Figure 13 shows snapshots of the spatial distribution of
the electric field at a voltage V /Vp=5.83 �j / jc=0.293� near
one of the peaks. The electric field contains a large dc com-
ponent which decreases rapidly in the vacuum outside the

junction as seen in Fig. 13�a�. In Fig. 13�b� we plot the

oscillating component e� �=E� −E� stat�, subtracting the dc com-

ponent E� stat from E� . Note that the pattern of the expanding
EM wave shown in this figure is very similar to that in the
dipole emission. We plot the angle dependence of the emitted
power at V /Vp=5.83 �j / jc=0.293� in Fig. 14. This figure
reveals that the emission in this model can really be regarded
as the dipole emission, whose angle dependence is given by
S� sin2 �, with � being the angle from the z axis. This result
comes from the fact that alternating electric charges appear
in the electrodes in the xz model, which look like dipole
charges. Thus, one understands that the xy model is analo-
gous to the dipole antenna. The total power emitted in this
case is estimated to be 4.3 mW. This value is similar to the
one estimated in the xy model.

The distribution of the emitted EM waves is also affected
by the environment around the junctions. To see this, we also
perform the simulations for the junction system in which the
lower electrode is longer than the upper one as shown in Fig.
15. The direction in which the strongest emission is observed
is rotated by 45° from the lower electrode surface as seen in
Fig. 16. This result indicates that the emitted EM wave is
reflected by the lower electrode surface. As a result, the volt-
age dependence of the emitted power is also affected by the
reflection as shown in Fig. 16.
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FIG. 14. Angle dependence of the emitted power in the xz
model for I / Ic=0.293 �V /Vp=5.83� �black circles�. The power dis-
tribution in the dipole emission is also shown for comparison �solid
line�.
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FIG. 15. Illustration of the junction with asymmetric electrodes
in the xz model. The sizes of the junction and the electrodes are
taken as Lx /�c=1.0, Wz /�c=0.2, Lsub /�c=3.0, and Wel /�c=0.2.
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FIG. 16. Angle dependence of the emitted power in the xz
model for I / Ic=0.293 �V /Vp=5.83�.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we investigated the EM wave emission from
the IJJ’s, using the xy and xz models. On the basis of these
models we discussed the EM excitation modes in the 2D
extended junctions, the distribution of the emitted EM
waves, and the effect of electrodes �substrate� attached on the
top and bottom junctions. In our models the Maxwell equa-
tions are directly solved in both regions inside and outside
the junctions so that the EM wave emission from the junc-
tion edges and also the recoil effect on the dynamics of the
phase differences due to the emission can be accurately de-
scribed since the correct boundary condition for the EM field
is used at the junction edges. The characteristics of the emit-
ted EM waves can also be clarified in our models. Our cal-
culation was able to obtain the EM field in the entire space
composed of the IJJ’s and the outside vacuum. It is possible
to calculate the power distribution of the EM waves emitted
from IJJ’s devises with arbitrary shape in our method; that is,
our numerical method will be applied for designs of IJJ’s
THz devises.

In the xy model we see that the EM wave is emitted from
all the junction edges and the power observed becomes
maximum in the direction perpendicular to the longer side of
the rectangular junctions. It was shown that flux loops pen-
etrate into the extended junctions in the presence of a bias
current under no external magnetic field. These flux lines
oscillate with the Josephson frequency and emit EM waves.
The emitted EM waves are coherent and have the Josephson
frequency. The pattern of the emitted EM waves in this
model is consistent with the in-plane angle dependence of
the power observed in recent experiment.30

In the xz model we have shown that the spatial pattern of
the EM waves emitted from the junctions is similar to that in
the dipole emission; that is, the strong emission takes place
in the x direction. This result indicates that the oscillating
EM field inside the junctions is analogous to that in a capaci-
tor under an oscillating bias current. In the dipole emission
we have no emitted power in the z direction. However, the
recent experiment reported that the power takes a minimum
value but does not vanish in the z direction.30 This result
indicates that the EM field excited inside the junctions has
weak spatially asymmetric components too, which might be
excited in multijunction systems. In this paper we considered
only the in-phase motion of the phase differences. In the IJJ’s
vortex-antivortex pairs will be excited without an external
magnetic field in the voltage state. Since the size of a Joseph-
son vortex in the IJJ’s is on the order of �J=�c /�, which is
much less than �c and also the size of mesas in which the
EM wave emission is observed, it will be possible that trav-
eling �solitonic� modes of vortex-antivortex pairs that induce
asymmetric components in the EM field are excited. In the
emission from such states the power flowing in the z direc-
tion may not vanish. The stability of the in-phase motion
against the excitation of fluxon loops �vortex-antivortex
pairs� in a stack of extended intrinsic Josephson junctions is
an interesting future problem.

The symmetry of the EM field excited in the IJJ’s which
is relevant to the THz emission in our present calculations is
different from that given in Refs. 24 and 25. In our model the
spatially symmetric electric field is excited inside the IJJ’s in
the voltage state causing the THz emission, whereas the ex-
cited electric field proposed in Refs. 24 and 25 is antisym-
metric and also includes solitonic components. The spatial
and temporal variations in the EM field excited inside the
IJJ’s may be checked by measuring the power distribution of
the emitted EM waves. We stress that the effect of device
shape should be incorporated into the calculations of the
emitted EM waves for comparison with experiments since
the power distribution of the EM waves is sensitive to the
shape of the electrodes as shown in this paper.

Finally, we briefly mention our preliminary result for the
emission in the 3D model �xyz model�. Figure 17 shows the
voltage dependence of the emitted power in the high-voltage
region. In this figure we also plot the power obtained in the
xy and xz models for comparison in the scale in which the
peak values coincide with each other. As seen in this figure,
the position of the node coincides in these three models and
the peaks generally become sharper in the 3D model. It is
also noted that the sharp increase in the power along the
�010� direction just below the node voltage is similar to that
in the xz model. One may also see that the power emitted in
the �111� direction has some resemblance with that in the xy
model near the node voltage. From this result one under-
stands that the calculated results obtained in the xy and xz
models reflect some features in the realistic 3D model.
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